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Abstract. - We numerically study trajectories of spiral-wave-cores in excitable systems mod-
ulated proportionally to the integral of the activity on the straight line, several or dozens of
equi-spaced measuring points on the straight line, the double-line and the contour-line. We show
the single-line feedback results in the drift of core center along a straight line being parallel to the
detector. An interesting finding is that the drift location in y is a piecewise linear-increasing func-
tion of both the feedback line location and time delay. Similar trajectory occurs when replacing
the feedback line with several or dozens of equi-spaced measuring points on the straight line. This
allows to move the spiral core to the desired location along a chosen direction by measuring several
or dozens of points. Under the double-line feedback, the shape of the tip trajectory representing
the competition between the first and second feedback lines is determined by the distance of two
lines. Various drift attractors in spiral wave controlled by square-shaped contour-line feedback
are also investigated. A brief explanation is presented.

Introduction. – Spiral waves are typical examples
of spatiotemporal patterns in macroscopic systems driven
far from thermodynamic equilibrium. They exist ex-
tensively in excitable and self-oscillating media[1]. For
example, cardiac muscle[2], platinum with oxidation of
CO [3], liquid crystal subjected to electric or magnetic
field[4],the slime mould dictyostelium discoideum[5] and
reacting chemical systems[6]. The dynamics of spiral wave
has attracted considerable interest, which is attributed not
only to the characteristics of its nonlinearity and being
far from equilibrium, but also to its extensive destruc-
tions/applications. For example, spiral waves and spa-
tiotemporal chaos from repetitious breakup of spiral waves
in cardiac muscle may be the leading mechanism of tachy-
cardia and ventricular fibrillation[7]. Spiral waves in the
brain are believed to be associated with epilepsy[8]. There-
fore, how to control or eliminate spiral waves and spa-
tiotemporal chaos is an interesting research topic[9-14].
Recently, much attention has been paid to the dynamics

of spiral waves subjected to a feedback signal. The mo-
tions of spiral core have been studied under a number of
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different feedbacks. These feedbacks can be grouped into
two classes, local feedback and non-local feedback. Local
feedback is also referred to as one-channel feedback. It
is performed according to the state at a single measuring
point of the excitable system. Non-local feedback is per-
formed according to states at more than one points, nor-
mally the mean state over a region. Under local feedback
control the trajectory of spiral core is attracted to a series
of limiting cycles centered on the measuring point[15-21].
If the motion on the innermost limit cycle is epicycloidal,
then this limiting cycle is referred to as the entrainment at-
tractor. Limiting cycles being further from the measuring
point are referred to as resonance attractors. The radius
of the attractor is dependent on the time delay. The most
straightforward generalization of one-channel feedback is
to monitor the states of system at two points and put in
signals from both to determine the strength of the feed-
back signal[22-23].

It has been observed that two-channel feedback destroys
the regular dynamics seen in one-channel feedback if the
measuring points are sufficiently separated, and that sev-
eral complex regimes appear when varying the distance
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between the two measuring point. In the other types of
non-local feedback, the modulation is proportional to the
integral of the activity in 2D excitable domains of different
shapes[24-32]. The behaviors of attractors have been ex-
amined for circular, square, elliptical, triangle, pentagon
and rhombus domains. When the domain size is signif-
icantly smaller than the wavelength of spiral wave, the
spiral core trajectories are similar to those for local feed-
back. However, for larger domains, the attractors depend
significantly on the size and shape of the domain.
In this letter we numerically study the behaviors of

feedback control from several kinds of line detectors to
compensate the lack of one-dimensional(1D) case between
the zero-dimensional point and the 2D domains mentioned
above. The measuring domain is one of the following cases,
(i) a straight line, (ii)several or dozens of equi-spaced mea-
suring points on the straight line , (iii)a double-line, (iv)a
contour-line.

The mathematical model. – In our study the
FizHugh-Nagumo(FHN) model[33-34] is used to describe
the excitable media. The FHN model is a set of two-
variable “reaction-diffusion” equations. This model is
generic for excitable systems and can be applied to a va-
riety of systems. It can reproduce many qualitative char-
acteristics of electrical impulses along nerve and cardiac
fibers, such as the existence of an excitation threshold,
relative and absolute refractory periods, and the genera-
tion of pulse trains under the action of external currents.
The FHN model with a line feedback reads

∂u

∂t
=

1

ε
[−v − u(u− a)(u − 1)] +∇2u+

I

ε
(1)

∂v

∂t
= −γv + βu − δ (2)

where the variables u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) are the activator
and inhibitor, respectively; ε is the time scale and named
excitability parameter; a represents the threshold for exci-
tation; γ, β and δ are parameters controlling the rest state
and dynamics. Here, a = 0.03, γ = 1.0, δ = 0.0,β = 2.0
and ε = 0.004. To perform the line feedback, the modula-
tion signal I(t) is computed as

I(t) = kfb(B(t− τ)−B0) (3)

where

B(t) =
1

L

∫

L

u(x′, y′, t)ds′ (4)

Thus, the feedback signal is proportional to the integral
value B of the first variable over the measuring line of
length L taken with a time delay τ . The parameter kfb
is the feedback gain, and B0 is the average value of B(t)
over one revolution of a spiral wave without feedback. In
numerical simulations the system (1)-(2) is integrated by
split operator method with the time step ∆t = 0.005 t.u.,
the space step h = 0.1 s.u. and a 200× 200 array. No-flux
boundary conditions are used.

Fig. 1: (Color online) Trajectories of a spiral wave tip subjected
to the feedback control shown in Eqs.(3) and (4) for different
locations of the line. Fig. (a) is for the initial spiral wave and
its tip before switching on the feedback control. The feedback
lines are indicated by back dash-dotted line in (b) and (c).
yfb=150 in (b) and yfb=50 in (c). Fig. (d) is for the trajectory
of a spiral wave tip subjected to the feedback derived from six
equi-spaced measuring points with yfb=150. The spiral images
are shown for the end of the trajectory in (b),(c) and (d). Here
kfb = 0.05, τ = 10.

Fig. 2: (Color online)Trajectories of spiral wave tip under feed-
back control for different locations of the feedback line. In Fig.
(a) the values of yfb corresponding to the black, red, green,
blue and cyan lines are 199, 175, 158, 156, and 155, respec-
tively. In Fig. (b) the values of yfb corresponding to the black,
red, green, blue, lines are 5, 30, 50, 55, respectively. In Fig. (c)
the values of yfb corresponding to the left black, left red, left
green, right black, right red, right green are 80, 90, 100, 120,
112, 101, respectively. Fig.(d) shows the location of the SLD
ySLD vs. that of the feedback line yfb. Here the measuring line
is parallel to the x-axis and has a length L = 200. kfb=0.05
and τ = 10.
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Fig. 3: (a) Location ySLD of the SLD trajectory vs. time delay
τ , where kfb = 0.05. (b) 1/tSLDE vs. the feedback gain kfb,
where tSLDE is the time of the SLD ending over and inversely
proportional to the drift velocity, τ = 10.

Resonant drift of spiral wave under a straight-

line feedback. – A single spiral can be induced from
the equation system (1)-(2) without the feedback term by
truncating a traveling pulse. The variables u and v are
set initially to zero uniformly in the medium. To create
a spiral wave, a super-threshold value u = 0.8 is given
along a line near the boundary of the excitable medium to
induce a propagating wave. When the propagating wave
approaches the center of the excitable medium, one-half of
the planar wave is erased by resetting u = v = 0. Subse-
quently, the open end of the planar wave curls into a spiral
wave with its core located near the center of the excitable
medium. The generated spiral wave rotates with a rota-
tion period T0 ≈ 0.58 .t.u. (about 116 time steps) and a
wavelength λ ≈ 5.8 s.u. (about 58 space grids)(shown in
Fig.1a). In the following parts of the paper, the units of
time and space are time step and spatial grid, respectively.

Switching on the feedback control induces a drift of spi-
ral wave core. In the system described by the equation (1)
and (2), under a single point feedback, the spiral wave core
has a drift along a stable circular orbits centered at the
measuring point. The initial position of the detector with
respect to the spiral tip, the time delay and the feedback
gain make effects on the nature of the attractor, which
is consistent with the feedback-controlled results from the
open gel reactor and the Oregonator model[17-18]. Now
we focus mainly on the resonant drift of spiral wave core
subjected to a line feedback. Considering the long measur-
ing line which is parallel to the x-axis and whose ends are
on left and right boundaries, respectively, we find that the
drift trajectory induced by the feedback signal is divided
into three parts(shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2). In the part of
trajectory labeled by 1 in Fig.2(a), the spiral wave core
drift first outwards from the domain center to a certain
location. In part 2 the trajectory starts a resonant drift
from a certain location to the boundary along a straight
line parallel to the measuring line, and finally stay near
the boundary with the form of the complex meandering
attractor in part 3. The final position of spiral core is
close to either the left boundary or the right one, which
is determined by the location yfb of the measuring line.

Fig. 4: (Color online) Trajectories of a spiral wave tip subjected
to the feedback control for different lengths, L, of the line with
the fixed location, yfb = 150. L =40, 100, 160 and 180 for
the blue, green, red and black lines. Here the center of the
measuring lines is fixed at (100, 150). τ = 10, kfb = 0.05.

The straight line drift(SLD),which is defined as the part
of the drift parallel to the measuring line and labeled by
2 in Fig.2(a), towards the right boundary occurs when
yfb > 100 and the SLD is towards the left boundary when
yfb ≤ 100. In Figs.1(b) and 1(c) the movement directions
of SLD mediated by the feedback derived from the line
integral located at yfb = 150 and yfb = 50 are compared.
From Fig.2 it is found that, when the absolute distance
|yfb−100| increases, the part of trajectory labeled by 1 ro-
tates around the the initial spiral core in counter-clockwise
direction. Fig.2 (d) shows also that, when yfb > 100, the
location ySLD of the SLD part of the trajectory,which is
computed by the arithmetic mean of the maximum and
minimum y-values for the SLD part, is a piecewise linear-
increasing function of yfb. On each linear part the distance
yfb − ySLD has a constant value. The value for the left
linear part is about 25, while it is about 82 for the right
one.

The feedback is applied with a time delays τ . As can be
seen in Fig.3(a), the value of τ affects the location ySLD

of SLD. The function ySLD(τ) is T0-periodic and piece-
wise linearly increasing. Further to increase or decrease
the feedback gain kfb does not result in a change in the
drift trajectory of spiral core. However, it affects the drift
velocity of the core. Fig.3(b) shows the relation between
1/tSLDE and kfb. tSLDE is the time interval from the
start of the drift to the formation of the final meandering
attractor. It is inversely proportional to the drift velocity.
1/tSLDE is nearly linearly rising with the increase of the
kfb. The effects of the length of the feedback line on a
spiral wave are shown in Fig.4. When the line length L is
significantly smaller than the spiral wavelength λ (about
58 space grids), the spiral core finally follows a circular
path with the center of the short measuring line. The tra-
jectories are similar to those for local feedbacks. When
the length increases, the circular path is stretched along
horizontal direction. If two ends of the line is close to left
and right boundaries, respectively, a transient SLD and a
final complex meandering attractor occurs.

Replacing the feedback line with several or dozens of
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Fig. 5: (Color online) Trajectories(black) of a spiral wave tip
under the double-line feedback for the different locations of
the second measuring line. yfb2 = 105 in (a). yfb2 = 140 in
(b). yfb2 = 160 in (c). yfb2 = 165 in (d). yfb2 = 175 in (e).
yfb2 = 185 in (f). Here, the position of the first measuring line
is fixed at yfb1 = 150, and yfb2 > 100. Red (green) curves
show the trajectories when only the first(second) feedback line
exists. L1 = 200, L2 = 200, τ = 10 and kfb = 0.05.

equi-spaced measuring points on the line, i.e., replacing
the integral (4) with the sum 1

N

∑n=N

n=1 u(x′

n, y
′

n, t), we ob-
serve the same drift trajectory as the line, where N is
the total number of the measuring points. Fig.1(d) shows
the trajectory of the spiral tip with a six-points feedback,
where the points lie collectively on the line locating at
yfb = 150 and have an equi-spaced distribution from the
left boundary to the right one. In this case, the spiral tip
follows the trajectory including a SLD toward left bound-
ary and a complex meandering attractor, which is nearly
the same as the one shown in Fig.1(b). It has become
widely accepted that the most dangerous cardiac arrhyth-
mias are due to spiral waves or reentrant waves. There-
fore,it is very important to control spiral waves in those
systems. The above information tells that the feedback
signal derived from several or dozens of measuring points
can move the spiral core to the desired location along a
chosen direction.

Resonant drift of spiral wave under a double-line

feedback. – The effects of the double-line feedback on
a spiral wave are examined by systematically varying the
distance between two parallel measuring lines, as shown
in Fig.5 and Fig.6. Suppose that the lines are parallel to
x−axis, whose locations are described by yfb1 and yfb2,
respectively. In the simulations we fix yfb1 = 150 and
change yfb2. Figure 5 shows six typical examples of spiral
tip trajectories found for different values of yfb2 under the
condition yfb2 > 100. When the position yfb2 approaches
to 100, the first part of the trajectory with double-line
feedback is similar to the corresponding one of yfb = yfb1
in the single-line feedback. Because the drift velocity with
a single-line feedback for yfb near 100 is much smaller than
that for yfb far away from 100. After the transient period
the trajectory forms directly a meandering attractor and
doesn’t undergo a SLD, as shown in Fig.5a. When yfb2 >
130, the SLD part appears in the trajectory. A consecutive
increase of yfb2 results in a rotation in counter-clockwise
direction for the first of the drift and a periodic variety of
the SLD location. Because the same change occurs under
a single-line feedback. A special case is observed for yfb2 =
175 due to the symmetry of singe-feedback trajectories for
yfb = 150 and for yfb = 175, where the trajectory forms a
meandering attractor near the initial core after undergoing
a transitional circular drift(see Fig.5e). yfb2 = 175 is also
a transition position in comparing the SLD location under
the double-line feedback with that under the single-line

Fig. 6: (Color online) Similar to Fig.5, but here yfb2 ≤ 100.
yfb2 = 5 in (a). yfb2 = 15 in (b). yfb2 = 30 in (c). yfb2 = 60
in (d). yfb2 = 65 in (e). yfb2 = 90 in (f).

feedback yfb = yfb2.

Now we examine the drift behavior under a double-line
feedback with yfb2 ≤ 100. When the second feedback
line is close to the bottom boundary, the first part of the
trajectory with the double-line feedback approaches that
for the case with only the second line. See Figs.6(a) and
6(b). Because the drift velocity is large when the feedback
line is close to the upper or lower boundary in the single-
line feedback control. On the other hand, for a large yfb2
being close to 100, there is a first part approaching that
of the single-line feedback yfb = 150, see Fig.6(f). The
reason is due to the small drift velocity when yfb is close
to 100. For moderate yfb2, the drift includes the first part,
whose location lies between the corresponding part of the
single-line feedback yfb = yfb1 and that of yfb = yfb2, the
long or short SLD, and the final meandering, see Figs.6(c)-
(e). The SLD towards the left or right depends on the
competition between the trajectories with the single-line
feedback yfb = yfb1 and with yfb = yfb2.

Resonant drift of spiral wave under a contour-

line feedback. – The role of domain shape has
been studied in relation to reaction-diffusion systems
with global feedback. Square-, circular-, triangular-
and elliptical-shaped domains are commonly used in ex-
periments and computations as they are simplest two-
dimensional confined geometries. In this section the influ-
ence of contour-line of the feedback domains on the evo-
lution of spiral waves is investigated in detail.

Figure 7 shows the drift trajectories that correspond to
four square-shape contour lines with different side-lengths
and a fixed center (140,100). When the side-length d is sig-
nificantly smaller than the spiral wavelength λ, the spiral
leaves the initial center by drifting toward the left until
it turns to follow a circular path, as shown in Fig.7(a).
This motion resembles those observed in the reported re-
sults applying a point feedback. In this case, when d
increases, the radius of the resonance attractor becomes
larger slowly. Around d = 30, the motion is changed,
where the spiral core first drifts away from the initial core,
then, it approaches a stable square trajectory, which is ro-
tated by about 45◦, see Fig.7(b). As a result of the sig-
nificant increase of d, the spiral core is attracted toward a
stable squared-trajectory with a large side-length and an
orientation coinciding with the feedback contour, as shown
in Fig.7(c). In the range where this kind of attractors cre-
ate, the size of the square trajectory is slowly reduced
with the increasing of d. An interesting cross-shaped tra-
jectory is generated when increasing the contour-line size
to d = 90. This trajectory can be considered as a com-
bination of four small pieces of square trajectories linked
together. With a further increase of d to make the left
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Fig. 7: (Color online) Trajectories of a spiral wave tip under
various sizes of the square contour. Side length d = 10 in (a).
d = 30 in (b). d = 50 in (c). d = 110 in (d). The contours are
indicated by squares. τ = 10, kfb = 0.05.

side of the contour-line approach the initial core, a final
complex meandering trajectory locates inside the contour,
see Fig7.(d).
Keep the center of contour at (90, 100) close to that of

the initial spiral (88, 100), we observe the trajectories of
spiral wave tip under various side-lengths d of the square
contour. As d increases, the trajectory is similar to the
contours with the center at (140, 100). The difference is
that, after the stable square trajectory with orientational
angle 45◦ with respect to the feedback contour, the com-
plex meandering attractor locating at the initial core ap-
pears.

Discussion and conclusion. – The analysis of spi-
ral wave dynamics under feedback control via a line may
be performed via the drift velocity mediated by the corre-
sponding feedback. Here the dynamics can be understood
via the results of one-point feedback.
When kfb > 0, the drift induced by feedback can be

expressed as[32]

γ(x, y) = ϕ+ ωτ + φ(x, y) (5)

where (x, y) is the Cartesian coordinates of the core cen-
ter of spiral unperturbed spiral wave, ω is the fundamental
frequency in the Fourier expansion of the feedback signal.
When a one-point feedback is applied, the phase of feed-
back signal follows

φ(x, y) = π + arctan(
y

x
) +

2π

λ

√

x2 + y2 (6)

for any points (x, y) except the measuring point (0, 0).
The drift velocity field is obtained from the phase φ(x, y)
and Eq.(5). The domain center is a stable fixed point,
since within its vicinity drift vectors are oriented toward
the origin. A radial displacement of the core center is ac-
companied by a counterclockwise rotation of the vectors.

At a certain displacement the vectors are orientated per-
pendicularly to the radial direction. It turns out that the
circle with certain radius is a limiting cycle of the drift
velocity field. The limiting cycle represents the so-called
resonance attractor of spiral wave.

Let us assume that the drift of spiral core is mainly af-
fected by the points which are in the feedback line and are
the nearest from the core center. The spiral first leaves
the position where its core was initially placed by drifting
until it reaches the circular attractor of these points. After
traveling a short distance, the neighboring points start to
become the new nearest points. The spiral core turns to
follow the attractor of the neighboring points, which may
be obtained by translating the former attractor. This pro-
cess is continued until the spiral core reaches the vicinity
of boundary, and the SLD part being parallel to the feed-
back line forms. When the tip approaches the boundary,
the feedback signal is periodic because the feedback line
crosses with the spiral wave, as shown in Fig.1. So the
complex meandering attractor is generated in the domain
close to the boundary. Replacing the feedback line with
several or dozens of equi-spaced measuring points on the
line, the same drift trajectories are observed. It may be
explained by the similarities between the attractor of one-
point feedback and that of the short-line feedback with the
length significantly smaller than the spiral wavelength.

Based on the above explanations, the distance |ySLD −
yyb| corresponds to the radius R of the resonance attrac-
tor under one-point feedback, which can be obtained from
Ref.[32] to be

R

λ
= m− 0.25sign(kfb)−

ϕ

2π
−

τ

T∞

(7)

where m is an integer. By transforming ySLD to
|ySLD−yyb|, it is easy to find that Figs.2(d) and 3(a)
agree qualitatively with the theoretical predictions given
by Eq.(7). For each value of τ there are several possible
stable attractors corresponding to different values of the
integer m, which results in the piecewise behavior of drift
lines versus feedback lines and time delay.

In this letter,we discussed also the dynamics of spiral
wave under the double-line feedback and square-shaped
contour one. The trajectory of spiral tip with the double-
line feedback may be understood via the competition be-
tween two corresponding single-line feedbacks. A variety
of attractors can be obtained from a contour-line feedback.
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